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A B S T R A C T   

SARS-CoV-2, the cause of the currently ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, encodes its own mRNA capping machinery. 
Insights into this capping system may provide new ideas for therapeutic interventions and drug discovery. In this 
work, we employ a previously developed Py-FLINT screening approach to study the inhibitory effects of com-
pounds against the cap guanine N7-methyltransferase enzyme, which is involved in SARS-CoV-2 mRNA capping. 
We screened five commercially available libraries (7039 compounds in total) to identify 83 inhibitors with IC50 
< 50 μM, which were further validated using RP HPLC and dot blot assays. Novel fluorescence anisotropy 
binding assays were developed to examine the targeted binding site. The inhibitor structures were analyzed for 
structure-activity relationships in order to define common structural patterns. Finally, the most potent inhibitors 
were tested for antiviral activity on SARS-CoV-2 in a cell based assay.   

1. Introduction 

In 2019, a novel β–coronavirus (β–CoV) emerged, causing corona-
virus disease 19 (COVID-19) (Guo et al., 2020) and leading to more than 
one hundred million infections around the world as a serious threat to 
global health. Due to its high similarity to the SARS and MERS coro-
naviruses, it was named severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 
2 (SARS-CoV-2). While multiple vaccines (i.e. Comirnaty® by BioNTech 
and Pfizer, mRNA-1273 by Moderna, as well as ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 by 
AstraZeneca) (Krammer, 2020) have been developed to prevent the 
spread of COVID-19, effective medical treatment is currently lacking. 
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently approved 
Veklury (remdesivir) for the treatment of hospitalized COVID-19 pa-
tients (ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT04323761). Other repurposed drugs, such 
as favipiravir, lopinavir, and ritonavir (Abd El-Aziz and Stockand, 
2020), are still subject to clinical trials. Several monoclonal antibody 

treatments (e.g., tocilizumab, ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT02735707) (Gor-
don et al., 2021) have also been approved for treatment of COVID-19 
patients with mild or moderate symptoms at risk of progressing to se-
vere disease and hospitalization. 

Nevertheless, the ongoing pandemic necessitates the development of 
novel treatment for COVID-19 and possible future CoV infections. 
Compounds that target processes essential for virus multiplication and 
specifically inhibit crucial viral proteins may have potential as antiviral 
therapeutics. An example of a druggable target process is the 5’ end 
capping of newly synthesized viral mRNAs, crucial for transcript sta-
bility and protein expression in infected human cells. 

In eukaryotes, mRNA is modified at its 5′ end via the addition of a 7- 
methylguanosine (m7G) cap, which protects transcripts from premature 
degradation, augments translation, and allows for discrimination be-
tween endogenous mRNAs and foreign RNA material (e.g. viral). The 
process of cap biosynthesis engages three enzymes, namely RNA 5′- 
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triphosphatase (TPase), guanylyltransferase (GTase), and N7- 
methyltransferase (N7-MTase), resulting in cap 0 structure formation, 
typical for yeasts and plants (Shatkin and Manley, 2000). In the ca-
nonical (human) RNA capping pathway, TPase catalyzes RNA 5′

triphosphate cleavage to release RNA 5′ diphosphate and a free phos-
phate group. Thereafter, GTase transfers a GMP molecule from GTP onto 
the 5′ end of RNA. Finally, N7-MTase specifically methylates the gua-
nine N7 position, utilizing S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) as a methyl 
group donor. In higher eukaryotes, the mRNA cap is subjected to addi-
tional methylation at the 2′-O position of the first transcribed nucleotide 
(cap 1) under the action of 2′-O methyltransferase. Some mRNAs un-
dergo a second 2′-O methylation at the second transcribed nucleotide, 
forming the so-called cap 2. The functional significance of such 
2′-O-methylation is still under investigation, but it presumably protects 
mRNA from translational shutdown triggered via the innate immune 
response as a result of type I interferon signaling pathway. Due to the 
binding specificities of human IFIT proteins, the innate immune system 
can effectively distinguish and target triphosphate RNAs and cap 0-car-
rying mRNAs (which come from exogenous sources), but not endoge-
nous cap 1 and cap 2 mRNAs (Daffis et al., 2010). 

Viruses often harness their own mRNA capping pathways in order to 
augment the expression of viral proteins and escape the innate immune 
response of the host (Decroly et al., 2011a; Furuichi and Shatkin, 2000). 
These may include the canonical capping pathway or distinct 
non-canonical mechanisms, including m7GTP RNA capping way 
(alphaviruses) (Delang et al., 2016), GDP RNA capping (non-segmented 
negative-sense viruses e.g. Rabies virus) (Ogino et al., 2016) or “cap 
snatching” (influenza virus). (Plotch et al., 1981). 

Coronaviruses (CoVs) are positive-stranded RNA viruses with some 
of the most complex and largest viral genomes. Severe acute respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) expresses 16 non-structural proteins 
(nsps), which are responsible for essential processes and are no part of 
the viral capsid. The SARS-CoV-2 genome shares 85% identity with that 
of SARS-CoV (Wu et al., 2020), also encoding 16 non-structural proteins. 
In contrast to small RNA viruses, CoVs encode unique proteins to cap 
their mRNAs, presumably following the canonical or alphavirus-like 
capping pathway (Chen and Guo, 2016). While the nsp13 enzyme is 
responsible for TPase and RNA helicase function for both SARS-CoV and 
SARS-CoV-2 (Shu et al., 2020; Ivanov et al., 2004), there is still no 
experimental evidence of proteins with GTase activity engaged in RNA 
capping (Ramanathan et al., 2016). SARS-CoV mRNAs are 
N7-methylated by nsp14 (Chen et al., 2009). The nsp14 enzyme has also 
been reported to possess 3′–5′ exonuclease (ExoN) activity, thus acting 
as an RNA proofreading enzyme (Eckerle et al., 2010). The two catalytic 
domains of nsp14, ExoN and N7-MTase, are located at its N- and 
C-termini, respectively, and function independently. Nonetheless, the 
62–527 amino acid sequence is required for both activities. The 
exonuclease activity of nsp14 is significantly enhanced upon binding 
with nsp10, while N7-MTase activity is not affected (Bouvet et al., 2010, 
2012). The nascent cap 0 structure can be further methylated by 
SAM-dependent nsp16, which acts as a 2′-O-methyltransferase, 
requiring nsp10 as a cofactor for activation. The nsp16/nsp10 complex 
utilizes m7GpppA-RNA to synthesize the cap 1 structure (Decroly et al., 
2011b; Krafcikova et al., 2020; Rosas-Lemus et al., 2020). 

Differences in capping machinery and mechanisms between coro-
naviruses and humans create new opportunities for antiviral drug 
development. Viral N7-methyltransferases have already been high-
lighted by various groups as a potential targets for antiviral therapies 
(Coutard et al., 2014; Lim et al., 2015; Singh et al., 2016; Ferron et al., 
2012), including ones for SARS-CoV (Tong, 2009). N7-MTase inhibition 
has been shown to suppress viral replication (Bouvet et al., 2010; Dong 
et al., 2008). Various small-molecule inhibitors of SARS-CoV nsp14 
N7-MTase have already been discovered through different in vitro ap-
proaches, including large library screening (Aouadi et al., 2017) and 
rational drug design based on screening results or substrate structures 
(Ahmed-Belkacem et al., 2020). 

Currently, the crystal structure of SARS-CoV-2 nsp14 N7-MTase 
domain remains unknown, impeding rational drug design (although 
the ExoN-nsp10 complex is already available – PDB code: 7DIY (Lin 
et al., 2021)). However, the N7-MTase active site is highly conserved 
among Coronaviridae (Becares et al., 2016), and the high amino acid 
identity with SARS-CoV nsp14 (>95%) enables homology modelling 
(Dong et al., 2020). This approach has been widely used for compound 
library virtual screening, including docking studies (Gurung, 2020; Liu 
et al., 2020; Martin and Cheng, 2020; Selvaraj et al., 2020). 

Based on the structural comparison of SARS-CoV-2 nsp14 to its 
SARS-CoV homolog, Otava et al. carried out structure-guided design of 
substrate-based inhibitors, generating analogs of S-adenosyl-L-homo-
cysteine (SAH) modified with aromatic groups at position 7 of the 7-dea-
zaadenine derivative of SAH (Otava et al., 2021). Inhibitors have also 
been synthesized and tested in vitro via radioactivity-based assays using 
biotinylated RNA and 3H-SAM substrates (Devkota et al., 2021) as well 
as via surface plasmon resonance. 

We recently developed a fluorescence-based assay for the high- 
throughput screening (HTS) of potential N7-methyltransferase in-
hibitors. The assay is based on a Gp3A analog labeled with pyrene at the 
3′-O- position of adenosine that undergoes fluorescence intensity change 
(quenching) upon methylation (Py-FLINT probe; Fig. 1). We have 
applied the assay in studies on model N7-MTases, including Ecm1 from 
E. cuniculi, human RNMT-RAM, and Vaccinia capping enzyme (VCE) 
from Vaccinia virus (Kasprzyk et al., 2020). In the current work, we 
adapted the assay to explore the N7-MTase activity of nsp14 from 
SARS-CoV-2 in order to identify potent inhibitors of viral mRNA 
N7-methylation with antiviral drug potential. The method allows for the 
direct monitoring of nsp14 activity in real time and is suitable for the 
exploration of inhibitors of both the nucleotide- and SAM-binding sites 
of N7-MTase. We employed the method for HTS experiments of five 
commercially available compound libraries, namely LOPAC®1280, Ma-
chine Learning SARS Targeted Library (OTAVA Chemicals), SARS-CoV-2 
nsp16 Targeted Library (OTAVA Chemicals), FDA-approved Drug Li-
brary, and part of the Flavonoids Compound Library (ChemFaces), 
containing a total of 7039 compounds. The most potent hits selected 
from the screening were further evaluated to determine their IC50, 
validate their inhibitory properties using RNA substrates, determine 
selectivity against the human N7-MTase RNMT-RAM, and performed 
structure-activity relationship (SAR) analysis. To study the mechanism 
of action (MOA), we developed fluorescence anisotropy (FA) binding 
assays using either fluorescently labeled Gp3A or SAH analogs. Finally, 
the antiviral activity of identified nsp14 inhibitors was studied using 
human β–coronavirus SARS-CoV-2-infected Huh 7 (human hepatocel-
lular carcinoma) cells (Gurard-Levin et al., 2020). We identified three 
compounds that inhibited viral replication in the cell culture model. 

The screening of large numbers of compounds together with SAR 
analysis for the identification of small-molecule inhibitors with high 
selectivity towards SARS-CoV-2 capping enzymes could benefit rational 
drug design. We hope that our results are considered in the development 
of new drugs and facilitate the introduction of COVID-19 therapeutics. 

2. Materials and methods 

Chemical synthesis of Gp3ApG and SAH-N6-6tFluo, nsp14 expression 
and purification, Py-FLINT assay optimization for nsp14, short RNA 
synthesis, and dot blot analysis were described in details in Supple-
mentary Information. Py-FLINT and FA binding assays were performed 
using point fluorescence measurements in 96-well black, non-binding 
assay plates at 30 ◦C with microplate reader Biotek Synergy H1. For 
FA binding assays we used excitation (485 ± 20 nm) and emission (528 
± 20 nm) polarization filters. 

2.1. Screening experiments and IC50 determination using Py–FLINT assay 

For screening experiments each sample (well) contained 50 mM Tris- 
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HCl, pH 7.5, a substrate (1 μM Py-FLINT probe), the SAM cosubstrate 
(20 μM), nsp14 enzyme (40 nM), an inhibitor (50 μM), and 5% of DMSO 
(if compound in library was dissolved in pure DMSO). The reaction 
components were preincubated for 15 min at 30 ◦C with mixing at 300 
rpm. Before adding the enzyme, the plate was additionally incubated in 
a plate reader for 20 min at 30 ◦C with mixing at 300 rpm and point 
fluorescence registered every minute to obtain stable fluorescence 
signal. Immediately before fluorescence reading, 10 μL of an enzyme 
solution was added into each well to a total reaction volume of 150 μL. 
The reaction was monitored for 0.5–1 h. Initial rates were calculated by 
fitting a linear curve to the first 10 points (10 min). 

IC50 determination experiments were performed analogously, but 
with different inhibitor concentrations (half-log dilutions logCinh <− 2.5; 
2> for nucleotide-like inhibitors or logCinh. <− 3; 1.5>). If the inhibitor 
fluorescence interfered with the Py-FLINT probe emission, a control 
measurement of the inhibitor solution was performed under the same 
conditions and then the result was subtracted from the inhibition data. 
To determine IC50 parameters, a four-parameter dose-response equation 
was fitted as follows: 

V
V0

=A1 +
A2 − A1

1 +

(
Cinh.
IC50

)p, (1)  

where A1 and A2 are the bottom and top asymptotes, respectively; Cinh. 
the inhibitor concentration; p is the Hill coefficient, and V/V0 is the ratio 
of the initial reaction rate with the inhibitor to that without the 
inhibitor. 

2.2. FA binding assay 

To determine dissociation constant values KD of two binding probes – 
Gp3A-3′-O-(5)FAM and SAH-N6-6tFluo direct binding experiment was 
performed. Each well contained a probe (10 nM), and nsp14 protein 
(0–4 μM) in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 buffer in a total volume of 150 μL, 
together with FA point measurements. The components were pre-
incubated for 15 min at 30 ◦C with mixing at 300 rpm. The FA signals 
were recorded for 60 min with 2.5 min time interval. For each timepoint 
the FA values were calculated using the following equation: 

FA=
I‖ − G∗I⊥

I‖ + 2∗G∗I⊥
∗1000, (2)  

where I‖ is the parallel emission intensity, I⊥ the perpendicular emission 
intensity, and G is a grating factor equal to 0.994. For each sample the 

final FA values were calculated as the mean FA values from datapoints 
between 50 and 60 min. To calculate the total emission intensity we 
used the following equation: 

I = I‖ + 2∗I⊥, (3) 

As the I values did not change more than 10% we did not corrected 
FA values on enhancement factor resulting from emission intensity 
changes. To determine KD the FA values were plotted as a function of 
protein concentration and the following binding curve was fitted: 

FA=FAF + (FAB − FAF)

(
Cp + LT + KD

)
−

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅(
Cp + LT + KD

)2
− 4CpLT

√

2LT
,

(4)  

where FAF is the fluorescence anisotropy of free probe, FAB is the fluo-
rescence anisotropy of bound probe, Cp is the nsp14 concentration, and 
LT is the total probe concentration. Competition experiments were car-
ried out for 100 μM inhibitor concentration at constant probe (10 nM) 
and protein (2 μM) concentrations. The samples were prepared in 50 
mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 buffer in total volume of 150 μL.The FA signals were 
recorded for 60 min with 2.5 min time interval. For each timepoint the 
FA values were calculated using equation (3). For each sample the final 
FA values were calculated as the mean FA values from datapoints be-
tween 50 and 60 min. 

2.3. Antiviral assay 

The human hepatoma cell line Huh 7 (kindly provided by Ralf Bar-
tenschlager, University of Heidelberg, Germany) was maintained in 
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Gibco cat no 41965-039) 
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2% HEPES 1M (Gibco 
cat no 15630106), 1% non-essential amino acids (NEAA Gibco cat no 
11140050) and 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin 10,000 U/mL (Gibco cat no 
15140148) in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator at 37 ◦C. Assay medium, 
used for producing virus stocks and antiviral testing, is prepared by 
supplementing DMEM with 4% FBS, 2% HEPES 1M, 7.5% and 1% 
NEAA. In order to quantify antiviral activity on Huh7 cells we selected a 
SARS-CoV-2 virus strain that produces sufficient CPE on this cell line. 
For this we started from passage 6 of the SARS-CoV-2 strain BetaCov/ 
Belgium/GHB-03021/2020 (EPI ISL 407976|2020-02-03), that has 
been described previously (BoudewijnsThibaut et al., 2021), and 
passaged this 3 additional times on Huh 7 cells while selecting those 
cultures that showed most CPE. This resulted in a virus stock (passage 9) 
that confers full CPE on Huh 7 (5.6 × 10^4 TCID50/mL) as well as on 

Fig. 1. Principle of the Py-FLINT N7-MTase assay (Kasprzyk et al., 2020).  
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VeroE6 cells (1.8 × 10^7 TCID50/mL). For antiviral testing Huh 7 cells 
were seeded in 96-well plates (Corning® CellBIND® 96-well Microplate 
cat no 3300) at a density of 6000 cells per well in assay medium. After 
overnight growth, cells were treated with the indicated compound 
concentrations and infected with a MOI of 0.005 TCID50/cell (final 
volume 200 μL/well in assay medium). On day 4 p.i. differences in cell 
viability caused by virus-induced CPE or by compound-specific side ef-
fects were analyzed using MTS (3-(4,5-dimethylth-
iazol-2-yl)-5-(3carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-te-
trazolium, inner salt). For this an MTS/Phenazine methosulphate (PMS) 
stock solution (2 mg/mL MTS (Promega, Leiden, The Netherlands) and 
46 μg/mL PMS (Sigma–Aldrich, Bornem, Belgium) in PBS at pH 6–6.5) 
was diluted 1/20 in MEM without phenol red (Gibco cat no 51200038). 
Medium was aspirated from wells of the test plates and 70 μL of 
MTS/PMS solution was added. After 0.5–1 h incubation at 37 ◦C 
absorbance was measured at 498 nm. Cytotoxic effects caused by com-
pound treatment alone were monitored in parallel plates containing 
mock-infected cells. All virus-related work was conducted in the 
high-containment BSL3+ facilities of the KU Leuven Rega Institute 
(3CAPS) under licenses AMV 30112018 SBB 219 2018 0892 and AMV 
23102017 SBB 219 2017 0589 according to institutional guidelines. 

3. Results 

3.1. Assay development 

We first assessed whether the nsp14 N7-MTase could methylate 
small dinucleotide substrate Gp3A. To that end, Gp3A methylation in the 
presence of nsp14 was monitored via RP HPLC and mass spectrometry, 
which confirmed the formation of N7-methylated product m7Gp3A and 
SAH as a byproduct (Fig. S1). We then determined the steady-state pa-
rameters of SARS-CoV-2 nsp14-catalyzed Py-FLINT probe (Fig. 1) N7- 
methylation based on fluorescence changes. Since nsp14 does not 
require the nsp10 subunit for its N7-MTase activity (Bouvet et al., 2010; 
Devkota et al., 2021) all experiments were carried out with nsp14 alone. 
Different concentrations of the Py-FLINT probe (0–15 μM) were incu-
bated with the SAM cosubstrate (20 μM) as well as nsp14 (40 nM) at 
30 ◦C, and fluorescence intensities were measured over time with 1 min 
interval. We did not include SAH-degrading enzymes in the assay, since 
product inhibition is negligible in the initial phase of the reaction. The 
initial reaction rates were plotted as a function of Py-FLINT probe 
concentration (Fig. S2A). To calculate N7-methylation kinetic parame-
ters (KM, Vmax, and kcat), Michaelis-Menten modeling was applied 
(Table S1). Based on the determined KM value (3.5 ± 1.1 μM), the 
optimal probe concentration was set at 1 μM (approximate to KM). The 
catalytic efficiency (kcat/KM) (Eisenthal et al., 2007) of nsp14-catalyzed 
N7-methylation was 0.025 s− 1μM− 1, which was almost two-fold higher 
than previously calculated for the RNMT-RAM enzyme (0.014 s− 1μM− 1) 
(Kasprzyk et al., 2020), indicating that the Py-FLINT probe is a slightly 
better substrate for SARS-CoV-2 than human N7-MTase. 

To determine the optimal concentration of the SAM cosubstrate, we 
incubated the Py-FLINT probe (1 μM) with different SAM concentrations 
(0–200 μM) and nsp14 (40 nM) at 30 ◦C. The initial reaction rates were 
plotted as a function of SAM concentration, and the Michaelis-Menten 
equation was fitted to calculate KM value (5.2 ± 1.0 μM; Fig. S2B). 
The optimal SAM concentration was set to 20 μM based on the plateau 
position. Finally, the optimal conditions of nsp14 N7-MTase activity 
monitoring were established as follows: 1 μM Py-FLINT probe, 20 μM 
SAM, and 40 nM nsp14 (Table S2). 

To validate the method for HTS experiments, we determined z-factor 
value by measuring fluorescence intensity changes of the positive and 
negative control samples (Fig. S3). The positive control samples (no 
inhibition) were prepared as a mixture of the Py-FLINT probe, SAM, and 
nsp14, while the negative control samples additionally contained 40 μM 
of sinefungin (universal MTase inhibitor). The calculated z-factor value 
of 0.79 implied that the assay met the requirement for HTS (z factor >

0.5) and could therefore be applied for compound library screening. 

3.2. Screening experiments 

We employed the optimized Py-FLINT method for the HTS screening 
of commercially available small-molecule compound libraries, Library 
of Pharmacologically Active Compounds (LOPAC®1280) and FDA- 
approved Drug Library, against nsp14. Both libraries have been well 
characterized in the literature, providing a wide range of different 
structures with inhibitory properties against various molecular targets. 
We screened two additional specialized libraries offered by OTAVA 
Chemicals, namely the Machine Learning SARS Targeted Library with 
compounds of predicted anti-SARS activity and the SARS-CoV-2 nsp16 
Targeted Library, dedicated for studies on the SARS-CoV-2 methyl-
transferase nsp16 enzyme (2′-O-MTase). Throughout the course of the 
screening, we observed a repeating flavonoid backbone pattern present 
within inhibitor structures. Hence, we decided to examine part of the 
Flavonoids Compound library from ChemFaces. Altogether, we screened 
7039 compounds against nsp14 N7-MTase activity. 

The screening experiments were performed under optimized condi-
tions (1 μM Py-FLINT probe, 20 μM SAM, 40 nM nsp14, Tris-HCl pH 7.5 
buffer, 30 ◦C) with 50 μM of library compound in a 96-well plate format. 
Relative reaction progress values were calculated as the ratio of the 
reaction initial rate in the presence of library compounds to the 
maximum initial rate without inhibitor. Among the tested compounds, 
177 interfered with pyrene emission, including 36 from LOPAC®1280 

(2.8%), 63 from OTAVA (2.5%), and 78 from FDA (2.7%). These were 
successfully characterized on separate plates. The cutoff for candidate 
selection was set at 30% of the relative reaction progress, leading to the. 

Identification of 93 potential hits, including 28 from the LOPAC®1280 

library, 9 from OTAVA libraries, 37 from FDA-approved Drug Library, 
and 19 out of 340 selected compounds from the Flavonoid Library 
(Fig. 2). When comparing the number of hits to the total number of 
compounds included in each library, the largest contribution was 
observed for the Flavonoid Library (5.6%) and the lowest for the two 
combined libraries from OTAVA Chemicals (0.35%; Fig. 2). The inhib-
itory properties of hit compound were subsequently explored. 

3.3. Py-FLINT inhibition assay 

All hits were further evaluated to determine their IC50 values. To this 
end, Py-FLINT probe (1 μM), SAM cosubstrate (20 μM), and nsp14 (40 
nM) were incubated with half-log dilutions of the hit compounds. The 
reaction progress was monitored based on fluorescence intensity read- 
outs at 378 nm (excitation at 345 nm) with 1-min time intervals. The 
initial rates (V) were calculated and then plotted as a function of the 
inhibitor concentration (C). To determine the IC50, a four-parameter 
dose-response curve (Hill equation with free coefficient p) was fitted 
to the obtained V(C) dependencies (Fig. 3, S4–7, Table 1). 

Based on the determined IC50 values for LOPAC®1280 hits, we 
divided the compounds into three sets. The first set (LI; Figure 3A and 4, 
Table 1) contained the ten most potent inhibitors (IC50 < 10 μM), 
including SCH 202676 hydrobromide (LI1) with an IC50 of 1.50 ± 0.20 
μM as the most potent compound, similar to sinefungin (IC50 1.79 ±
0.07 μM). The first set also included p-benzoquinone, (LI2), pyridostatin 
(LI3), Reactive Blue 2 (LI4), mitoxantrone (LI5), ruthenium red (LI6), 
ZM 39923 (LI7), myricetin (LI8), TBB (LI9), and 6-hydroxy-DL-DOPA 
(LI10). The second set (LII) consisted of 10 compounds with 10 μM <
IC50 < 20 μM, and the third LIII included 8 compounds with IC50 > 20 
μM (Fig. S4, Table S3). For pyridostatin (set I), we observed a very high 
Hill slope value p (18.1), which may suggests positive cooperativity in 
mechanism of action (Barcroft and Hill, 1910). 

The Machine Learning SARS Targeted and SARS-CoV-2 nsp16 Tar-
geted libraries from OTAVA Chemicals were analyzed together and 
labeled as OTAVA. IC50 values were determined for 31 hits from this 
library. Among these, only 9 hits met the initially set criterion for 
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inhibition level of at least 70%, and the other 22 yielded at least 50% 
inhibition (Fig. S5, Table S4). Overall, the identified inhibitors (most of 
them having ZINC and MCULE database structures) were weaker in-
hibitors compared to those from other libraries. ZINC2708304 (OI1), 

the most potent inhibitor, had an IC50 of 22.8 ± 2.6 μM (Figure 3B and 4, 
Table 1), one order of magnitude higher than that of sinefungin. Other 
identified compounds included ZINC5032108 (OI2) and ZINC118535 
(OI3), which is the analog of ZINC2708304 (Fig. S5, Table S4). Despite 

Fig. 2. Screening results. Relative reaction progress of nsp14–catalyzed N7-methylation of the Py-FLINT (Gp3A-3′-O-Py3) probe was determined in the presence of 
compounds from the LOPAC®1280, Machine Learning SARS Targeted (OTAVA), SARS-CoV-2 nsp16 Targeted (OTAVA), FDA-approved Drug, and Flavonoids Com-
pound libraries. Compounds inhibiting the reaction progress by 70% or more were identified as potential hits. Data are presented as the mean ± SD of two inde-
pendent experiments. 

Fig. 3. Inhibition curves for the most potent inhibitors of SARS-CoV-2 N7-MTase nsp14 selected from the A) LOPAC®1280 library; B) Machine Learning SARS 
Targeted Library and SARS-CoV-2 nsp16 Targeted Library (OTAVA Chemicals); C) FDA-approved Drug Library; and the D) Flavonoids Compound Library 
(selected compounds). 
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their relatively high IC50 values, the small molecule character of OTAVA 
compounds facilitated SAR analysis for the identification of structural 
fragments of promise for nsp14-targeted drug design. 

The third compound series that we characterized included 37 hits 
from the FDA-approved Drug Library. Based on the determined IC50 
values, we divided compounds into three sets. The ten most potent in-
hibitors (FI set) had IC50 values lower than 10 μM and included i.a. 
tannic acid (FI1), thimerosal (FI2), and gastrodenol (FI3), proantho-
cyanidins (FI5), ebselen (FI6), Evans blue (FI7), auranofin (FI9), ola-
nexidine HCl (FI10), and hexachlorophene (FI11 Figure 3C and 4, 
Table 1), which The first three compounds were even more potent than 
the sinefungin reference (Table 1). The second compound set (FII) 
included inhibitors with 10 μM < IC50 < 30 μM (10 compounds), while 
the third one (FIII) those with IC50 > 30 μM (16 compounds, Fig. S6, 
Table S5). Some of the hits, such as p-benzoquinone, mitoxantrone, 
morin, quercetin, auranofin, sanguinarine chloride, and candesartan 
cilexetil from LOPAC®1280 were also present in the FDA library, further 
confirming their inhibitory properties determined via Py-FLINT assays. 

Among the identified nsp14 inhibitors, we found several compounds 
of plant origin, including flavonoid analogs, such as myricetin (LI8), 
morin (LII3), quercetin (LII4), luteolin (FIII13), proanthocyanidins 
(FI5), and proflavine (FIII3; Tables S3 and S5). Hence, we decided to test 
part of the Flavonoids Compound Library and identified 19 more hits for 
which the IC50 values were also determined (Fig. S7, Table S6). The 
identified inhibitors were structurally related, mostly including thea-
flavin or catechin analogs in the form of gallic acid esters (Fig. 4), and 
differed in the number of gallate groups and/or bond stereochemistry. 
Theaflavin-3,3′-di-O-gallate (fI1) with an IC50 of 1.36 ± 0.08 μM 
exhibited stronger inhibitory properties than the sinefungin reference. 

Other compounds with IC50 < 10 μM included a pinocembrin analog 
(fI2; pinocembrin 7-O-(3′′-gallolyl-4′′,6"-(S)-hexahydroxydiphenoyl)- 
beta-D-glucose), multicaulisin (fII3), kuwanon H (fII5), and cyanidin-3- 
O-glucoside chloride (fII6). 

3.4. RP HPLC inhibition studies 

In order to independently confirm whether the hits identified and 
characterized via Py-FLINT assay could inhibit nsp14 N7-MTase activ-
ity, we used RP HPLC to analyze the N7-methylation reaction of dinu-
cleotide substrate Gp3A in the presence of the selected inhibitors. To that 
end, 20 μM Gp3A was incubated with 300 μM SAM, 500 nM nsp14, and 
500 μM of the tested inhibitor for 3 h at 30 ◦C. The mixtures were 
analyzed via RP HPLC with UV detection at 254 nm (Fig. S8). The 
percentage of formed m7Gp3A was calculated as a ratio of the area under 
the m7Gp3A signal to the total area of m7Gp3A and Gp3A signals. Indeed, 
all of the tested compounds exhibited inhibitory activity against nsp14, 
as indicated by the decrease of m7Gp3A when compared to the reference 
reaction without inhibitor (Figs. S8A–C). However, some compounds 
(pyridostatin LI3, mitoxantrone LI5, and ruthenium red LI6) exhibited 
lower potency in the RP HPLC analysis when considering their IC50 
value (Fig. S8D). Moreover, we observed that pyridostatin significantly 
affected the chromatographic properties of both Gp3A and m7Gp3A 
(Fig. S8A). We speculate that these compounds may interact with 
nucleotide substrates, influencing the IC50 values determined via Py- 
FLINT assays. 

Table 1 
Biochemical characterization of the inhibitors identified in screening experiments.  

Compound[a] IC50 (μM) 
Py-FLINT 
(nsp14) 

IC50 (μM) 
Py-FLINT (RNMT- 
RAM) 

EC50 (μM) 
Antiviral 
assay 

CC50 (μM) 
Toxicity 
assay 

CC50/EC50 

Selectivity 
index 

Tannic acid (FI1) 0.37 ± 0.03 0.19 ± 0.04 >100 68 not active 
Thimerosal (FI2) 1.05 ± 0.08 >100 >100 >100 not active 
Gastrodenol (FI3) 1.08 ± 0.36 21.1 ± 2.1 >100 >100 not active 
Theaflavin-3,3′-di-O-gallate (fI1) 1.36 ± 0.08 1.07 ± 0.17 >100 34.8 ± 1.0 not active 
SCH 202676 HBr (LI1) 1.50 ± 0.20 16.0 ± 3.3 >100 14.0 ± 1.3 not active 
Sinefungin 1.79 ± 0.07 0.22 ± 0.02 >100 >100 not active 
Pinocembrin 7-O-(3′′-gallolyl-4′′,6"-(S)-hexahydroxydiphenoyl)-beta-D- 

glucose (fI2) 
1.80 ± 0.22 1.73 ± 0.20 >100 n.d. not active 

Theaflavine-3,3′-digallate (fI3) 2.06 ± 0.11 1.33 ± 0.47 >100 n.d. not active 
Proanthocyanidins (FI5) 2.22 ± 0.15 1.00 ± 0.10 >100 74.2 not active 
Ebselen (FI6) 2.29 ± 0.20 23.8 ± 1.3 >100 n.d not active 
p-Benzoquinone (LI2) 3.16 ± 0.72 30.6 ± 4.3 >100 36.2 ± 0.7 not active 
Pyridostatin/CF3COO− (LI3) 3.19 3.10 3.58 ± 0.16 59.3 ± 21.6 16.6 ± 6.1 
Reactive Blue 2 (LI4) 4.12 ± 0.74 1.50 ± 0.28 16.3 ± 0.3 52.6 ± 10.2 3.23 ± 0.62 
Evans Blue (FI7) 4.84 ± 0.32 0.33 ± 0.05 31.0 ± 0.9 35.6 ± 1.0 1.15 ± 0.04 
Mitoxantrone 2HCl (LI5) 4.90 ± 0.42 3.92 ± 0.21 >100 <0.04 not active 
ZM 39923 HCl (LI7) 6.0 ± 1.1 15.9 ± 3.3 >100 12.2 ± 0.6 not active 
Myricetin (LI8) 6.17 ± 0.54 3.57 ± 0.36 >100 41.6 ± 7.1 not active 
Auranofin (FI9) 5.99 ± 1.37 >100 >100 n.d not active 
TBB (LI9) 9.9 ± 2.0 38.1 ± 0.36 >100 30.9 ± 1.6 not active 
Theaflavin-3-gallate (fI5) 7.37 ± 0.57 2.66 ± 0.64 >100 n.d not active 
Olanexidine HCl (FI10) 7.97 ± 0.50 26.5 ± 4.9 >100 n.d not active 
Hexachlorophene (FI11) 8.65 ± 0.30 8.0 ± 3.2 >100 n.d not active 
Theaflavin-3′-gallate (fII1) 10.00 ± 0.67 4.3 ± 1.8 >100 n.d not active 
6-Hydroxy-DL-DOPA (LI10) 10.0 ± 2.2 3.17 ± 0.44 >100 30.0 ± 1.8 not active 
Gallocatechin gallate (fII2) 11.2 ± 1.1 2.88 ± 0.92 >100 n.d not active 
Multicaulisin (fII3) 12.45 ± 0.63 21.8 ± 1.9 >100 n.d not active 
(− )-Gallocatechin gallate (fII4) 12.77 ± 0.56 2.74 ± 0.54 >100 12 ± 12 not active 
Kuwanon H (fII5) 13.3 ± 1.6 31.89 ± 0.32 >100 18.1 ± 3.8 not active 
Cyanidin-3-O-glucoside chloride (fII6) 15.3 ± 1.8 5.25 ± 0.58 >100 59 ± 24 not active 
(− )-Catechin gallate (fII7) 17.3 ± 1.4 1.87 ± 0.66 >100 33.8 ± 7.9 not active 
(− )-Epigallocatechin gallate (fII8) 17.44 ± 0.81 3.61 ± 0.70 >100 23.2 ± 7.5 not active 
ZINC2708304 (OI1) 22.8 ± 2.6 >100 >100 >100 not active 
ZINC5032108 (OI2) 24.3 ± 1.7 >100 >100 71.3 ± 5.9 not active 

[a] Color: green – compounds from the LOPAC®1280 Library; blue – compounds from the OTAVA libraries; purple – compounds from the FDA-approved Drug Library; 
grey – compounds from the Flavonoids Compound Library; yellow – reference. 
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Fig. 4. Structures of the 32 most potent inhibitors identified from the screening, including 9 from the LOPAC®1280 library, 2 from OTAVA library, 9 from the FDA- 
approved Drug Library, and 12 from the Flavonoids Compound Library. The IC50 values determined for these compounds are shown in Table 1. 
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3.5. IVT RNA inhibition assay 

To additionally confirm nsp14 N7-MTase inhibition, we carried out 
the reaction on longer (35 nt) in vitro transcribed RNA substrates capped 
with the Gp3ApG trinucleotide, which ensures high RNA capping effi-
ciency (Sikorski et al., 2020). To analyze the reaction progress, we 
employed dot blot assays with product detection using the m7G-cap--
specific antibody. To calculate the amount of N7-methylated product, a 
calibration curve was prepared using mixtures of Gp3ApG-RNA35 and 
m7Gp3ApG-RNA35 at different ratios. Unfortunately, many of the in-
hibitors, including SCH 202676, pyridostatin, tannic acid, or ebselen, 
interfered with RNA blotting and detection (Fig. S9). Hence, the IC50 
values were determined only for selected non-interfering compounds 
sinefungin and p-benzoquinone (Fig. S10). We confirmed specific 
N7-methylation by nsp14 and observed that p-benzoquinone (IC50 1.93 
± 0.42 μM) was an even more potent inhibitor than sinefungin (21.0 ±
4.6 μM). 

3.6. SAR analysis 

We observed several frequently repeating structural patterns among 
the identified nsp14 inhibitors. In order to systematically review the 
structures and identify scaffolds potentially related to compound 
bioactivity, we used the SARvision|SM (Small Molecules) software (by 
Altoris, Inc., San Diego, CA). We selected nsp14 inhibitors with IC50 <

50 μM for the analysis, obtaining a total of 83 different structures. The 
most common pattern was chromone, found in 11 compounds, consti-
tuting 13% of the nsp14 inhibitors with an IC50 lower than 50 μM 
(Fig. 5). Usually the Chromone was present in flavonoid analogs, such as 
myricetin, morin, or multicaulisin. The other identified scaffolds are 
presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. S11. Nsp14 inhibitors found in the OTAVA 
library were weaker compared to inhibitors from other libraries, how-
ever their fragment-based drug character is of interest for SAR analysis. 
Hence, we separately analyzed scaffolds identified in the structures of 
OTAVA inhibitors (Fig. S12). 

3.7. RNMT-RAM inhibition 

Finally, the selectivity of the 32 most potent inhibitors from all li-
braries was tested in inhibition experiments with human N7-MTase 
RNMT-RAM using the Py-FLINT assay under the previously optimized 

conditions (2 μM Py-FLINT probe, 20 μM SAM, and 20 nM RNMT-RAM) 
(Kasprzyk et al., 2020). For all compounds, the IC50 values were calcu-
lated and compared to the values determined for the viral nsp14 enzyme 
(Table 1; Fig. S13). The correlation between determined IC50 values is 
illustrated in Fig. 6. Compounds with an IC50 for nsp14 lower than that 
for RNMT-RAM were considered more selective towards the viral 
enzyme and were marked in red. Four of the tested compounds, namely 
thimerosal, (FI2), auranofin (FI9), ZINC2708304 (OI1), and 
ZINC5032108 (OI2), exhibited no human N7-MTase inhibition under 
experimental conditions. Additionally, 9 compounds had a lower IC50 
towards nsp14 than against RNMT-RAM. 

3.8. Mechanism of action (MOA) 

All validated compounds inhibited the N7-MTase activity of nsp14. 
However, none of the methods we used (Py-FLINT assay, RP HPLC, dot 
blot) revealed the area of inhibitor interaction within the nsp14 active 
site. The active site of RNA N7-methyltransferases includes two regions – 
one that binds nucleotide substrate subjected to N7-methylation and 
another that binds the cofactor (methyl donor) SAM. Both substrates are 
located close to each other with the cap N7-nucleophile oriented to-
wards the S–CH3 bond in SAM (Fabrega et al., 2004). The lack of 
knowledge on the targeted region within nsp14 hinders the application 
of in silico methods, including docking studies. Moreover, the lack of 
information on the type of ligand-protein interactions complicates the 
rational design of more potent inhibitor structures. To address this, we 
developed two nsp14-fluorescence anisotropy (FA)-based competition 
binding assays using either Gp3A- or SAH-derived probes labeled with 
fluorescein. The structural information available for the SARS-CoV 
nsp14 complex with Gp3A and SAH (PDB code: 5C8S) guided the se-
lection of optimal positions for probe labeling. To target the 
nucleotide-binding site, we used the previously synthesized Gp3A 
labeled with (5)-carboxyfluorescein via the 3′-O- position of adenosine 
(Gp3A-3′-O-(5)FAM) (Kasprzyk et al., 2020). The second probe, 
designed for the SAM-binding site, was synthesized in four steps, starting 
from 6-chloropurine riboside (Fig. S14; SAH-N6-6tFluo). 

We then confirmed that the fluorescence anisotropy (FA) of the 
probe-nsp14 complexes is higher than that of free probes (Fig. S15). 
Using Gp3A and sinefungin, ligands targeting nucleotide- and SAM- 
binding sites, respectively, we validated the assay’s functionality 
(Fig. 7, columns 1–3). We used bovine serum albumin (BSA), a non- 
interacting protein, as a negative control. Both probes were also 

Fig. 5. The most common scaffolds identified among compounds with inhibi-
tory activity against SARS-CoV-2 nsp14 N7-MTase based on Py-FLINT 
assay results. 

Fig. 6. Correlation of IC50 values determined for nsp14 and human N7-MTase 
RNMT-RAM using the Py-FLINT assay. Inhibitors more specific towards RNMT- 
RAM or nsp14 were marked in blue and red, respectively. Open circle data 
points indicate that the IC50 value was higher than 100 μM. 
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characterized for their binding affinity in FA-monitored saturation- 
binding experiments (Fig. S15B). The changes in FA were plotted as a 
function of nsp14 concentration, and saturation binding curves were 
fitted to determine the dissociation constant KD (Fig. S15C). The 
calculated KD values were 1.66 ± 0.31 μM for Gp3A-3′-O-(5)FAM and 
3.16 ± 0.54 μM for SAH-N6-6tFluo. 

To verify which binding site is targeted by nsp14 inhibitors identified 
in Py-FLINT assays, we carried out two independent competitive binding 
experiments. The fluorescent probe (Gp3A-3′-O-(5)FAM or SAH-N6- 
6tFluo) at 10 nM were incubated with 2 μM nsp14 and 100 μM of in-
hibitor, followed by FA measurement (Fig. S15A). To examine whether 
the inhibitor may non-specifically interact with the protein or substrate, 
we additionally ran control experiments monitoring the inhibitor- 
induced FA changes of both probes in the presence of BSA or in the 
absence of any protein. Relative FA values were calculated in reference 
to the FA of the probe/nsp14 complex (100%) and are presented in the 
form of a heatmap (Fig. 7; S16). FA values lower than 100% suggested 
that the fluorescent probe was partially displaced from the binding site 
by the inhibitor, whereas the lack of FA change indicated that the 
particular site is not targeted. Interestingly, some inhibitors significantly 
increased the FA value relative to the control sample, which may indi-
cate that these target the protein at a different binding site (specifically 
or non-specifically), inducing conformational rigidity or targeting the 
probe itself. Most of the analyzed compounds behaved as either bisub-
strate- or nucleotide binding site-targeting inhibitors. None of the. 

Tested compounds targeted the SAM-binding site alone. Of the 32 
nsp14 inhibitors, 12 exhibited low FA in the Gp3A site binding assay and 
a high FA in the SAM site binding assay, meaning that they were bound 
by nsp14 within the nucleotide binding pocket. These included ZM 
39923 (LI7), TBB (LI9), tannic acid (FI1), auranofin (FI9), hexachlo-
rophene (FI11), ZINC2708304 (OI1), ZINC5032108 (OI2), as well as 
flavonoids proanthocyanidins (FI5), gallocatechin gallate (fII2), 
(− )-gallocatechin gallate (fII4), cyanidin-3-O-glucoside chloride (fII6), 
and (− )-epigallocatechin gallate (fII8). Interestingly, catechin gallate 

analogs targeted the nucleotide-binding site, but additional expansion of 
the structure as in fI1, fI3–fII1 led to bisubstrate inhibition. Some 
compounds, including pyridostatin (LI3), olanexidine (FI10), multi-
caulisin (fII3), kuwanon H (fII5) and, to a lesser extent, mitoxantrone 
(LI5), displayed high FA values in both assays as well as in the control 
sample. Compounds with alkyl chains in their structures (olanexidine, 
multicausilin, and kuwanon H) interacted non-specifically with BSA 
and/or probe (Fig. S16). Pyridostatin and mitoxantrone contain flexible 
alkyl chains with amine groups, hence, they may electrostatically 
interact with the negatively charged probe. Such interactions may 
explain the relatively high FA values in the absence of protein. 

3.9. Viral replication assay 

The most potent nsp14 N7-MTase inhibitors identified from all tested 
libraries were further examined for their ability to inhibit SARS–CoV-2 
replication in Huh 7 (human hepatocellular carcinoma) cells. To this 
end, Huh 7 cells were seeded in 96-well plates and treated with indicated 
compound concentrations, followed by infection after overnight incu-
bation. A colorimetric MTS based staining for cell viability was per-
formed at 4 days post infection to determine inhibition curves. Cytotoxic 
effects of the compounds were monitored in parallel plates containing 
mock-infected cells. 

Three out of the 33 tested inhibitors induced suppression of viral 
replication, including pyridostatin (3.58 ± 0.16 μM), Reactive Blue 2 
(16.3 ± 0.3 μM), and Evans Blue (31.0 ± 0.9 μM). To compare the po-
tential efficacy and safety of the compounds we calculated the ratio of 
CC50/EC50, known as the selectivity index (SI). We found that pyr-
idostatin, with an SI of 16.6 ± 6.1 and the lowest EC50 value, exhibited 
the greatest and selective antiviral activity. Interestingly the IC50’s of 
this compound obtained in the biochemical assays correlate very well 
with the EC50 in the antiviral assay. The second most selective com-
pound was Reactive Blue 2, with an SI of 3.23 ± 0.62. Evans Blue pre-
sented CC50 value similar to its EC50 (35.6 ± 1.0 μM), which is visible in 

Fig. 7. A) The idea of two binding assays based on 
fluorescein-labeled Gp3A or SAH analog targeting two 
substrate binding sites of nsp14; B) Determination of 
inhibitor binding sites in nsp14 via FA-based 
competition assays. The upper two rows represent 
relative FA values for samples containing the indi-
cated probe (targeting Gp3A- or SAM-binding site), 
nsp14, and inhibitor; bottom rows represent values 
for the corresponding samples without protein. For 
samples containing nsp14, an FA value lower than 
100% indicated that the fluorescent probe was 
partially displaced from the binding site by the in-
hibitor. Data are presented as the mean values of two 
independent experiments. Numerical values are 
summarized in Table S7. Extended data including 
control samples with BSA are shown in Fig. S16.   
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its low SI value of 1.15 ± 0.04. 

4. Discussion 

Herein, we sought to apply our previously developed N7-MTase Py- 
FLINT assay (Kasprzyk et al., 2020) for the identification of inhibitors 
against the nsp14 N7-methyltansferase, which is involved in mRNA 
capping of SARS-CoV-2. We first confirmed that our assay could be used 
for monitoring nsp14 activity in real time. Thereafter, we optimized 
experimental conditions (probe, cosubstrate, and protein concentra-
tions) and used the assay to screen five commercially available com-
pound libraries. Setting the relative reaction progress cut-off at 30%, we 
identified 93 hits (among the 7039 compounds tested) with inhibitory 
properties against nsp14. Further evaluation of these compounds 
revealed tannic acid (FI1), thimerosal (FI2), gastrodenol (FI3), thea-
flavin-3,3′-O-digallate (fI1), and SCH 202676 hydrobromide (LI1) as the 
most potent nsp14 inhibitors with IC50 values from 4.8 to 1.2 times 
lower than that of sinefungin, a well-known methyltransferase inhibitor 
(Hausmann et al., 2005). We previously identified some of the inhibitors 
from the LOPAC®1280 library, including myricetin and Reactive Blue 2, 
as compounds targeting Ecm1 N7-MTase from the E. cuniculi parasite 
(Kasprzyk et al., 2020). Overall, the hit compounds from the two OTAVA 
libraries were weaker nsp14 inhibitors. The two most potent ones with 
IC50 ~20 μM were selected for further studies together with inhibitors 
from the other libraries. 

The hits found via Py-FLINT assays were validated through HPLC 
with Gp3A as a substrate. All of the identified nsp14 compounds were 
confirmed as inhibitors of nsp14 activity. However, the RP HPLC anal-
ysis revealed pyridostatin (LI3), mitoxantone (LI5) and ruthenium red 
(LI6) as weaker inhibitors of nsp14 than indicated by Py-FLINT assay 
results. We speculate that ruthenium red, a complex of ruthenium ion 
and ammonia molecules, pyridostatin, and mitoxantrone, which has 
positively charged amine groups located at alkyne chains, electrostati-
cally interacted with the Py-FLINT probe, influencing fluorescence in-
tensity. Ruthenium red targets various proteins, which makes it non- 
selective (Vincent and Duncton, 2011) and was thus excluded from 
further studies. 

For further hit validation, we used 35 nt RNA capped with Gp3ApG 
trinucleotide as a substrate. m7Gp3ApG-RNA35, the product of N7- 
methylation by nsp14, was detected using an m7G-cap-specific anti-
body via dot blot assay. Unfortunately, most inhibitors showed in-
terferences with the antibody, in which case the reaction product could 
not be reliably quantified. Therefore, the IC50 values were determined 
for two selected compounds, namely sinefungin (reference) and p-ben-
zoquinone, confirming their inhibitory properties against nsp14. 

To identify the structural patterns that could enhance the potency of 
inhibition against nsp14 N7-MTase, we performed SAR analysis of all 83 
inhibitors with IC50 < 50 μM using SARvision|SM software by Altoris 
Inc. As a result, we identified chromone in the structures of 11 nsp14 
inhibitors. Chromone is found in various compounds of plant origin, 
such as alkaloids and flavonoids, which often possess anti-inflammatory 
and antiviral properties (AslamS.Henidi, 2021). Analogs of chromone 
have already been identified as inhibitors of the SARS-CoV-2 3C-like 
protease (3CLpro) (Jo et al., 2020). Herein, we demonstrated their 
ability to target another essential SARS-CoV-2 protein – the nsp14 
N7-MTase. The flavonoid baicalein was previously identified as an 
nsp14 N7-MTase inhibitor via an in silico approach (Liu et al., 2020). 
However, we did not observe such activity in our Py-FLINT assays 
during Flavonoids compound library screening. An antraquinone motif 
was identified within 6 nsp14 inhibitors, including anthracyclines (i.e. 
doxorubicin), known for their anticancer activity. Three other scaffolds 
present in at least 5 compounds identified via SAR analysis were 2-ami-
nothiophene-3-carbaldehyde, naphthalene, and biphenyl. Although 
compounds selected from OTAVA libraries were relatively weak nsp14 
inhibitors (IC50 > 20 μM), we found them of interest for SAR analysis. 
Scaffold identification for these compounds revealed frequently 

repeating heterocycle fragments containing sulfur atoms, such as thio-
phene, thiazole, or thiadiazole. All of the identified scaffolds could 
potentially favor SARS-CoV-2 ns14 N7-MTase inhibition. 

As a next step of inhibitor evaluation, we tested the selectivity of 
identified compounds towards human RNA N7-MTase (RNMT) in com-
plex with RNMT-activating miniprotein (RAM) using Py-FLINT assay 
(Kasprzyk et al., 2020). Among the 33 tested nsp14 inhibitors, we 
identified 13 with IC50 values for nsp14 lower than for human 
N7-MTase, including thimerosal (FI2), auranofin (FI9), ZINC2708304 
(OI1), and ZINC5032108 (OI2), which displayed no activity towards 
RNMT-RAM within the used concentration range (IC50 > 100 μM). 
Moreover, four compounds, namely SCH 202676 (LI1), p-benozoqui-
none (LI2), gastrodenol (FI3), and ebselen (FI6), had nsp14 IC50 values 
one order of magnitude lower compared to those against RNMT-RAM. 
Such a difference in inhibition between viral and host (human) pro-
tein suggested possible selectivity, allowing for lower cytotoxicity. 

Enzymatic N7-methyltation is a two-substrate reaction based on 
nucleophilic substitution mechanism with SAM acting as a methyl group 
donor (cofactor) and the N7-guanine position in nucleotide as a methyl 
acceptor. The enzyme active site consists of two binding sites – one 
responsible for nucleotide/RNA binding and the other for SAM binding 
(Ma et al., 2015). Small-molecule inhibitors identified in the screen 
could interact with one of these sites, both, or neither (allosteric or 
unspecific inhibitors). To clarify the MOA of nsp14 inhibitors, we 
developed two fluorescence anisotropy (FA) binding assays aimed at 
nucleotide (Gp3A)- or SAM-binding sites, respectively. The 32 most 
potent inhibitors were examined in both FA assays. As a result, we 
defined whether the specific compound targets the nucleotide-binding 
site, SAM-binding site, is a bisubstrate inhibitor, or is another type of 
ligand. To verify the specificity of inhibitor-nsp14 interactions, we 
carried out control experiments for probe/BSA/inhibitor and pro-
be/inhibitor mixtures. We identified 12 inhibitors that bound within the 
nucleotide site, while none targeted the SAM-binding region. The 
quality of the former may be beneficial for their selectivity as many 
other methyltransferases (RNA, DNA, histone, etc.) utilize SAM mole-
cules for their catalytic activity. We observed that flavonoid-like nsp14 
inhibitors with relatively small structures (e.g., proanthocyanidins) 
targeted the nucleotide-binding site. However, expansion of the struc-
ture (e.g., theaflavin gallates) extended the area of interactions to the 
SAM-binding site, making the compounds bisubstrate inhibitors. 
Increased FA values were observed for pyridostatin (LI3), olanexidine 
(FI10), multicaulisin (fII3), kuwanon H (fII5), and mitoxantrone (LI5) 
for both probes in the presence of nsp14, as well as in control samples 
containing either probe/BSA or probe alone. This result suggested 
interaction with the protein via a different mechanism or at a different 
binding site and/or the presence of non-specific interactions between 
inhibitors and probes. Interestingly, pyridostatin has been recently 
shown to stabilize G-quadruplex structures formed within the 
SARS-CoV-2 RNA genome, leading to a decrease of viral N protein levels 
(Zhao et al., 2021). Our results suggest that this compound may inde-
pendently target other RNA structures as well, including 5’ caps. The 
remaining compounds had lower FA values in both assays, thereby act as 
bisubstrate inhibitors. 

Finally, we characterized the antiviral properties of identified com-
pounds in SARS-CoV-2 infected Huh 7 cells. Pyridostatin (G-quadruplex 
interacting molecule), Reactive Blue 2, and Evans Blue (dyes) exhibited 
EC50 values lower than 50 μM. The most selective compound with an 
EC50 of 3.58 ± 0.16 μM and an SI of 16.6 ± 6.1, was pyridostatin. This 
potency is in the same range as the EC50 of GS-441524 (the parent 
nucleoside of remdesivir) in this assay system. In binding assays, we 
observed that FA were higher for probe/nsp14/pyridostatin samples 
compared to probe/BSA/pyridostatin or probe/pyridostatin. This result 
suggested that pyridostatin may interact with both nucleotide probes 
and probe-nsp14 complexes. Hence, its antiviral mechanism may be 
more complex. Further studies are required to elucidate the mechanism 
of action. Although most of the compounds did not exhibit potent 
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antiviral activity, which may be due insufficient cellular permeation, the 
current results provide a basis for the design of novel biologically active 
compounds targeting SARS-CoV-2 capping machinery. We hope that the 
current results will contribute to future rational drug design for COVID- 
19 treatment. 
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